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alt.indie - Creative Indie Rock mixed with a heavy dose of Country 7 MP3 Songs ROCK: Emo,

COUNTRY: Modern Country Details: BIC - Bio: Blue Is Cold began March of 2005 in Kennewick

Washington. Shane Brown, then playing guitar in a punk rock band, was telling John Reed about a friend

of his, Joe Horn, and the music they had been playing over the past 6 years in Boise Idaho with various

different incarnations, the last one being Red Rocket. John had not been playing with anyone for over

three years. John came over and played with Joe and Shane in early march of 2005, he was immediately

impressed with what they were doing. It was a combination of styles and sounds from jangle to sonic to

surf to rockabilly. Joe's fast and accurate right hand on the guitar along with Shane's creative rhythms on

the drums made for a project John was happy to join. So they begin rehearsing 3 times a week trying to

get that first 30 minutes down to start playing live, all the while trying to decide on a name. Joe and Shane

didn't want to use Red Rocket, so lists were made and messages sent, but nothing seemed to work. They

couldn't really even carry on a normal conversation without one of them chiming in with a "Hey, what

about ____". Joe came up with Blue Is Cold, which sounded as good as anything else they had

previously come up with. It was then agreed, Blue Is Cold. The first show was played May of 2005 at 321

Art Space in Kennewick WA. The next few months were spent recording Don't mess with my Peg-Legged

baby and playing shows at various clubs around south eastern Washington, Pendleton Oregon, and

LoserPalooza in Boise Idaho, which, sadly, is where Shane decided to stay.
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